the compounds you are likely to find are:
carbon monoxide
acetaldehyde
hydrogen cyanide
butraldehyde
carbon dioxide
nitrogen dioxide
formaldehyde
acreolin

H
HO

Fig. 3 The molecular structure·of cellulose where it is in the

SMOKE

order of 5,000

Wood heated up to 200 degrees Centigrade dries out,
undergoes slow pyrolysis (break-down through being
heated) evolving some carbon dioxide, formic acid and
vinegar. Some heat is given off. At temperatures between 200 and 280 degrees Centigrade wood slowly
undergoes pyrolysis with much the same evolution of
gases as mentioned earlier and the wood is reduced to
charcoal without flame. From 280 degrees up to 500
degrees Centigrade the mixture of gases are combustible
and are readily ignited.
Wood will readily ignite from a flame at 380 degrees
Centigrade. Spontaneous ignition occurs at about 545
degrees Centigrade towards the end of pyrolysis, as the
emission of gas decreases and air can reach the hot
charcoal. Above 500 degrees Centigrade carbon monoxide and hydrogen burn as a non-luminous flame and the
charcoal burns until white ash is left.
Studies have shown that the average composition of the
evolved volatiles remain constant throughout the pyrolysis. T!le calorific value was constant at about 4 Kcal per
gram.
The yield of charcoal from wood is about 16 to 20 percent
and the calorific value for charcoal is about 8 Kcal per
gram.

Smoke is mostly composed of unburned carbon particles that are less than one milimicron in diameter and
can be suspended in a gas. Anything larger would be
considered a dust particle. Smoke is composed of clouds
of particles, which when taken individually would be
invisible, but taken as a cloud scatter light and are opaque
to visible light. Smoke results when carbonaceous materials (and hydrocarbons) are incompletely burned due to
a lack of heat or a restriction in the oxygen supply, and
unreacted carbon molecules form. Soot is formed when
these molecules lump together. When other intermediate
gaseous products fonn simultaneously with the carbon,
they may condense on the particles to produce uniquely
acrid, toxic or irritating smoke. In a confined space wood
smoke alone can produce lung damage and be lethal long
before the heat of the fire would have any effect.
When a firEt is producing excessive smoke, it is likely
due to the condition of the fuel. It may be too green or too
wet and so much heat is being used up in drying that there
is little left overforvolatization. The solution is to add good
dry fuel on top of the smoky fuel and the products of
incomplete combustion will be more completely burned in
the improved fire.

OXYG·EN

Cellulose, which composes about 50% of wood, volatizes rapidly around 340 degrees Centigrade and exhibits
typical polymer characteristics by degrading into nearly
two hundred different chemical compounds. The situation is rather complex as numerous simple molecules
fonn and diffuse to the surface where mixing with oxygen
occurs and subsequent ignitions take place if the temperature is at or above the ignition point. All woods have
similar ignition temperatures despite appreciable variations in their ignitabilities. Cellulose products burn
without melting to form a char.

The atmosphere gen~rally contains about 20.9% oxygen and about 79.1 % nit~ogen. In the presence of oxygen
almost all matter undergoes a change which is often
tenned oxidation. Oxidation can be as slow as rusting or
as rapid as an explosion. With an increase in temperature, the rate of oxidation also increases. For each 10
degrees Centigrade rise in temperature the activity of
molecules doubles. This accounts for the ease which a
fire may be made on a summers day at 20 degrees
Centigrade as compared to minus 20 degrees Centigrade
on a winters day.

Rapid heating produces little charcoal, much tar and
highly inflammable gases. Some of the compounds
evolved through pyrolysis are very toxic, probably accounting for the headaches one often gets by breathing
smoke, especially from black spruce and pine. Some of

If the temperature of a fuel is raised continuously it will
eventually burst into flame (the production of heat and
light), an indication of its rapid reaction with oxygen. This
is termed combustion. The rate of combustion is dependentontheabilityofthemoleculesoffuelandoxygentomix
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CHRISTIAN WILDERNESS ENCOUNTER
provides both short and long-term wilderness experiences with integrated emphasis
on primitive and modern backpacking skills.
FRANK PALCIC, POB 28147, EL JEBEL,
CO 81628. (208)
Would like contact with primitive skills
enthusiasts in Greater Asheville area.
SUSAN SIDES, 1860 CHARLOTTE HWY,
FAIRVIEW, NC 28730. (211)
Custom made stone blades for your primitive knife or complete knives made also.
Replica arrow and spear points at reasonable prices. GENE BUMPUS, RR 1 BOX
303, BONNIE, IL 62816. (221)
DEER CREEK ENTERPRISES. Custom
"hafting" of prehistoric artifacts, replicas and
special orders. Contact PAUL NUSBAUM,
(419) 384-3782. (228)
Novice with Boy Scout troop will exchange
program teaching olaltlines and weekend
plans. TOM SURBER, 1201 NORFOLK
AVENUE, NORFOLK, NE 68701. (229)

Robin Moore, author, story teller. For info on
books, tapes, performances, workshops, write'
GROUNDHOG PRESS, BOX 181, SPRINGHOUSE, PA. 19477. (248)
The survival programs of ANASAZI prepare
youth and their parents to walk in harmony in
the wilderness of the world. ANASAZI, P.O.
BOX 795, PAYSON, ARIZONA 85547. (602)
474-3445. (254)

Replicating all aspects of native American
material culture; including dwellings. Artifact
analysis and functional experiments. Demonstrations, workshops, exhibits and displays.
KALIN, 34 JUDSON LANE, BETHLEHAM, CT
06751. (286)

INDIAN-ARTIFACT MAGAZINE for collectors,
hobbyists, amateurs, the interested. Educational information, unique. The best there is.
$17 yr. RD. 1, BOX 240. TURBOTVILLE, PA
17772. (255)

CAVE BEAR PRODUCTIONS. Wilderness
survival books, newsletter, survival instruction, artifact reproduction and archaeological
research. 715 WOODWARD AVE., ONTARIO, L9T 4A2, MILTON, CANADA (287)

Earnest Footwear. Maker of traditional
design, resoleable buffalo hide mocassins.
THOMAS EARNEST JR., 374 BUFFALO,
CALUMET CITY, ILL. 60409. (708) 891-4578.
(262)

Lessons and advice on chipping obsidian arrowheads with horris. Brain hide tanningprimitive archery, atlatls. BOB CANNON,
19405 MALLORY CYN. RD., SALINAS, CA
93907. (291)

SOUTHWEST OUTDOOR SCHOOL runs one
to seven day courses in New Mexico high
country. Contact SCOTT IN SANTA FE AT
(505) 988-9286. (263)

Braintan buckskins-highest quality matched
sets for clothing-also braintan elk, moose,
pronghorn leather, bison robes, otter, lion
skins-more. TOM OAR, 29063 YAAK RIVER
ROAD, TROY, MT 59935. (298)

Kits, playthings and ready-made atlatl's &
spears. Wilderness survival information.
TATE ENTERPRISES, P.O. BOX 440003,
AURORA, COLO. 80044-0003. (79)

Colorado Knap-in: First weekend of June.
Write BOB PATTEN, 888 S. OWENS CT.,
LAKEWOOD, CO. 80226. CALL (303) 9882026. (266)

BRIAN STOCKMAN, R.R. #1, BOX 123, OSSIPEE, N.H. (603) 539-4320. Sculptor in
wood, bone, fossil, ivory and specializing in
aboriginal subject and design. (231)

Need quality handmade cordage (1/16" dia.)
need 2 ft. lengths. Contact SIDDA RESEARCH, 1430 WILLAMETTE #119,
EUGENE, OR. 97401. (269)

Traditional four day wilderness Vision Quest
information: QUEST EARTH PHILOSOPHY,
P.O. BOX 330, PITMAN, NEW JERSEY
08071. (232)

Flintknapping tools and supplies for beginner
to expert. JIM REGAN, 23107 ERSKIN ST.
N.E., BETHEL, MN. 55005. (612) 462-5568.
(271 )

Handcrafted ritual and ceremonial drums and
drummaking workshops. Jim Hickey, THE
DANCING DRUM, 619 WESTERN AVE. #17,
SEATTLE, WA. 98104. (238)
-

Authentic reproductions of Indian bows and
arrows. "LONGBOW", P.O. BOX 380,
WRIGHTWOOD, CA. 92397. (619) 249-5045.
(273)

Best prices on solar electricity. HEllOS
POWER., RT #1, BOX 61A, MCPHERSON,
KS. 67460. Declare your independence from
the grid' (241)

Mulberry and red cedar bow staves available.
Also cane for arrows or atlatl shafts. GARY
GRAY (407) 349-2169. (274)

CHE-LO-HAN FREE TRAPPERS. Re-create
the fur trade era of the 1800's. Rendezvous,
black powder shoots. Central Washington
area. (509)925-9263. (242)
For Sale TALLAHATTA Quartzite and heat
treated Arkansas Novaculite. P.O. BOX 238
NEELY, MS. 39461. BIMBO KOHEN (601)
523-3411; AFTER 6 P.M. (205) 542-9456.
(245)
Like out-of-doors? Like primitive skills? Live in
northern New Mexico? Call me. GEORGE,
662-3291. LOS ALAMOS, N. M. (246)
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Any members in S. FI. interested in survival
camping? Call BUDDY GURNARI (305) 258-1538. (284)

Old time wood fired saunas. Custom built.
PETE OLSON, 4 BEECHWAY, BOX 175,
CARVER, MA 02330. (508) 866-3846. (276)
Primitive arrows-chokecherry or dogwood,
$22.00 each. Metal points only. KIMBALL,
507 SO. QUIVAS, DENVER, CO. 80223.
(278)

KEN & JAN'S Butcher for the buckskinners.
Bologna, summer sausage, burger, jerky,
skewer dried and stew meats. Deer hides,
antlers and sinew for sale. 1078 10TH ST.
HUMBOLDT, NE 68376. (311)
Any flintknappers in or around Lansing area?
Let's get together. ANGELO PECORA, 119
CHURCH ST. GREGORY, MICH. 48137.
(313)
Flintknappers sign your work' Protect the archaeological record. Diamond tip scribes
available $20.00 ea. DAN STUEBER, P.O.
BOX 83602, PORTLAND, OR 97283. (316)
Muzzleloader, history buff, Indian crafts, early
American crafts, hand sewing, leatherwork,
beadwork. Will correspond with others, whole
family involved. BENNIE BROWN, 1020 N.
GRADY, ALTUS, OK 73521. (319)
MARVIN, MARTIN & PAUL with the 1709th
CAMS-Good luck with the forge and all you
do in Operation Desert Storm; BURRIS. (322)

Quality reproduction tools and artifacts for
museum exhibits and educational activities;
technology demonstrations, workshop
instructor; hands on interactive educational
kits. POWELL, 413 SABRA DRIVE,
WILMINGTON, N.C. 28405. (279)
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For sale or trade. Polar bearskin, great shape.
$2,200.00 with claws. Call CHRIS (308) 3810346 OR WRITE 928 S. PINE, GRAND
ISLAND, NE 68801. (303)

Bow woods Five, natural bow woods, primitive
arrow shafts, atlatl shafts. BOB BEANE, 1821
REDWING ST., SAN MARCOS, CA 92069.
(325)
Mike & Sue Tari would like to announce the
birth of our baby girt, Danielle Nichola Tari.
(334)
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SWM seeks SWF. Healer/huntress, 25,000 to
35,000 years fd who enjoys horseback
riding, stuffed tarmigan and pleasures. T. M.,
P.O. BOX 625 ,ATHENS, GA 30604. (336)
Flintknapper will trade quality obsidian
preforms for unique stone or other abo
materials. ALEX ATKINS, 2725 DOUGHTON
ST. S., SALEM~ OR 97302. (342)
Interested in local knowledge, sharing of
primitive woods survival skills, Le. Lithic
shelter, fire, containers, edibles, cordage,
weapons. ROBERT SCHULTZ, 8 ELDOR
AVE., NEW CITY, N.Y. 10956. (343)
Primitive skills camp, July 8-12, 1991. 5 days
of hands-on skills. ERNEST'S TAXIDERMY
AND TOURS, MONTE VISTA, COLO. 81144.
(352)
Flintknapping video. Introductory covers physics, basic techniques, reduction strategy concepts. Secondary & university use. $29.95 +
$2 SaH. PRIMITIVE TECH ENTERPRISES,
P.O. BOX 534, CORTEZ, COLORADO
81321. (353)

Knots, ropes and related topics, interested in
all information about rituals, symbols,
technology. Wish to exchange research, etc.
EMAIL: CHISNALR@QUCDN.CHISNALL.
148 PINE ST., APT. 17, KINGSTON, ONT.
K7K-1W8, CANADA. (363)

Archaeological pottery reproductions,
programs on pottery making, firing; Tammy.
Atlatl, flintknapping, flint demonstrations of
other tools and weapons; LARRY. TAMMY &
LARRY BEANE, 822 BRUMMEL AVE.,
BRIDGEPORT, AL. 35740. (416)

Walking backwards: Steps towards simpler
Iifestyles-a spiritual/physical approach.
LARRY & JOYCE JACOBS, RR#3, BOX 344,
PITTSBURG, KS. 66762. (316) 231-1185.
(365)

Can you survive in the wilderness? Edible
wild plants/wilderness survivallherbs/correspondence courses. Related books/visuals.
WILDERNESS LEADERSHIP, 42832 KNOLL
RD., OAKHURST, CA 93644 (209) 683-8295
(419)

Would like to find anyone interested in
CHUMASH STYE WILLOW BOW AND CANE
ARROWS who builds and/or shoots same.
(714) 750-6034. (366)
Learn wilderness living skills. BILL
CRYMBLE, BOX 741, CARBONDALE, CO
81623. (303) 945-1202. (371)
Wanted: Sorghum Press, WAYNE
STRODTMAN, RT. 1, BUCKLIN, KS. 67834.
(378)
Today's progress is stepping backward,
learning the past will shape a better future
and knowledge of the Creator will increase.
TRUBIA, P.O. BOX 132, SUNAPEE, N.H.
03782. (379)
Spirit catchers, Plateau and Plain's flutes.
KELLY EMO, BOX 68, DEARY, 10. 83823.
(388)
Contact PAWNE.E BILL STATE PARK,
Pawnee, OK. fori information on workshops
and events in 1991. (918) 762-3615 or (918)
762-2513. (394)
I'm interested in animal husbandry (pack
burro) etc. Also primitive shelter (sweat lodge)
and especially desert habitat and lifestyle.
TOM TAYLOR, 1640 N. LINDSAY ROAD,
MESA, AZ. 85203 (399)

KESTREL TOOL. Tools of the native
Americans from the N.W. coast and Alaska.
Catalog $2.00 refundable. RT. 1, BOX 1762,
LOPEZ, WA 98261. (206) 468-2103. (354)
CREE*ATIONS. Indian art crafts campground
with tipis, big log cabin. 1720 HWY 20E
(MILEPOST 372) COLVILLE, WA. 99114.
(509) 684-8936. (355)
Interested in primitive technology and would
like to meet others. Write ERIC VALDES, 680
S. LASHLEY LANE, #113, BOULDER, CO
80303. (358)
LIBERTY II presents "Simple Survival" Humorous illustrated pamphlets detailing emergency survival. Send $8 M.O., RT 3, BOX
257, RUPERT, IDAHO 83350. (359)

"Bitterroot Bows and Arrows" Authentic Indian
bows and arrows and atlatls of the western
states. RT. 1, BOX 138, TROY, ID. 83871
(208) 835-8810 (401)
Lost arrow Indian bows and arrows.
Handmade. P.O. BOX 4096, PAGOSA
SPRINGS, CO. 81157 (303) 731-2927
ARTIFACT APPRAISALS (407)
FLYING H YOUTH RANCH. A Christcentered rehabilitation home for boys.
"Turning the Hearts" Malachi 4:6. Helping
familes since 1962. (509) 658-2990 (408)
Interested in hide tanning, pottery, canoes,
open hearth cookin gand all environmental
concerns. New England area call ERIC at
(203) 738-3669. (410)
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Contemporary and museum quality 19th
Century Aboriginal boomerangs and throwsticks. BEN RUHE, 1-(202) 234-9208. (429)
Curator of historic KAW MISSION, COUNCIL
.GROVE, KS. 66846. Seeks contact with practitioners of primitive technology for demostration purposes at this site. (427)
The HARDT SCHOOL OF WILDERNESS
LIVING AND SURVIVAL. For free brochure
write: BOX 231-A, SALISBURY, VERMONT,
05769 OR CALL (802) 352-1033. (426)
Interested in WILDERNESS RITES OF PASSAGE? Receive complementary issue of
"Circles on The Mountain", 200 BEACON
HILL LANE, ASHLAND, OR. 97520. (424)
Primitive skills seminars; school demonstratioons; private weekend trips emphasizing
primitive living skills; Call BART OR ROBIN
(813) 722-8392 to leave message. (435)
Primitive arrows, rivercane shafts, turkey
wing-tail feathers, sinew, obsidian points.
STEVE CHATTIN, RT. 2, BOX 186,
GOODVIEW, VA. 24095 (443)
Horseback "Historical Trail" adventures with
premier re-enactor serving as guide and
educator. Week long venture with six dients
maximum. CHILICOTE, P.O. Box 28, BRADY,
NE. 69123 (442)
Interested in associating with individuals or
groups in survivalism, homesteading,
camping, hiking, backpacking. Contact
NAOMI, P.O. Box 286, ROANOKE, VIRGINIA, 24002. (438)
Linving anthropology for children. Programs
and hands-on workshops in aboriginal
technology/living skills. JEFF GODLIEB,
LONG ISLAND, N.Y. (516) 798-8988. (451)
Herbal medicinals made with care from local,
wildcrafted plants, tinctures, tonics, salves.
Free catalog. WILDERNESS HERBS, BOX
518, ISHPEMING, MI. 49849. (450)
"The Bowyers Craft", $16.95 + $1 P/H; "The
Book of Primitive Archery", $18.95 +$1 P/H
from BEAR PAW PUBLICATIONS, P.O. BOX
429, GIRDWOOD, ALASKA. 99587. (458)
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Ancient Lifeways Institute offers 6-day
programs in cultural ecology and appropriate
technology in our MAT LODGE VILLAGE,
R.R. 1, MICHAEL, ILL. 62065. (462)
Design and build your house and make it your
home. Two week classes. YESTERMORROW SCHOOL, BOX 76A, WARREN, VT.
05674. (802) 496-5545. (461)
Would like names and addresses of organizations or individuals with survival schools or
programs. David Davenport, 213 Louella
Lane, Nokomis, FL. 34275. (460)

Henry Behr is the First Sergeant of a
Paratrooper Infantry Line Company serving in
Operation Desert Storm. He knows not of this
gift membership. Drop him and/or his men a
note. ISG H.E. Behr, A Co. 2/505 P.I.R., 82nd
ABN. DIV., APO N.Y. 09656. (4)

"Living Classroom" and "Cat Den Containers"
Environmental Awareness and outdoor education as well as native American basketry.
Traditional skills and technologies. TOM
MOWATT, P.O. BOX 36, CLEMONS, N.Y.
12887 (470)

RIVERCANE RENDEZVOUS - Spring
earthskills gathering. April 16-21, 1991. Unicoi
State Park, Helen, GA. Contact Bob Slack,
404-878-2201., ext. 282

Indian Crafts and supplies, beads, hairpipe,
books, needles, kits, leather and more. THE
WANDERING BULL, BOX 1075, ATTLEBORO, MA. 02703. (508) 226-6074. (468)
ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD SCHOOL,
Mission San Antonio, California, June 16-July
26, 1991. $762.00 tuition, room and board.
ROBERT HOOVER, (805) 544-0176. (467)

Tim Baker
Thanx for taking
the time, energy
& cost to rush us
photos. Some of
which are used
herein.

Abo-"Toons"
on this page,
pages 6 and 34,
were drawn
specifically for
the Society by
Joshua D.
Mendenhall of
Rupert, Idaho.
1991: 1 (1)
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BOU"LD:E·R, OUTDOOR SURVIVAL SC·H:OOL

BOSS EARTH SKILLS and TECHNOLOGY courses
can take you farther and faster than you can progess on
your own. Each course is focused toward the abilities
and needs of the student, and taught by nationally
known instructors. Check your application form for
additional information.

EARTH SKILLS TOPICS
Simple tools of stone, bone and wood, Fires without
matches-Flint and Steel,Bow-Drill, Primitive emergency shelters, Finding water and hUIIl1lI1 needs for
H20, Primitive cooking skills, Basic plant use and
identification, Trapping and tracking skills, Basic
primitive tools, String, fibers, weaving, Hafting and
simple compound tools, and MORE.

PRIMITIVE TECHNOLOGY TOPICS
Primitive Weapons- Atlatls, Bow and Arrows, Rabbit
Sticks, Bolas, Slings, Flintknapping, Pennanent shelters and living structures, Fires from scratch (no knives)
and Hand Drills, Primitive cooking and preservation
techniques, Preparation and use of wild game, More
wild plants-Edible, Medicinal, and Constructive, Complex compound tools, Music and instruments.

Call : 208-356-7446
or Write: PO Box 905 Rexburg, ill 83440

These are skills only workshops. Hiking to
camp and to gather (3-6 miles) will be moderate, but skills instruction will be conducted in
a field basecamp. This is a primitive setting
with limited modern facilities. We will be
camping in primitive shelters (ie. tipis, wickiups, caves), cooking on open hearth fires, and
eating many of the wild and simple foods we
use on our Walkabouts. Water treatment is
recommended while in the field.

BULLETIN OF PRIMITIVE TECHNOLOGY

These courses are short and to the point. To
keep instruction effective, BOSS skills courses
have a 4 student per staff ratio. To get maximum benefit from this course, we suggest you
stay an extra week at a discounted price ($100)
and take advantage of putting your new skills to
work on a 7-day intensive. A package price of
$800 gives you 7 days of intense instruction followed by a 7-day field experience in which you
can practice what you've learned.
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·.,'AL .. :ABOU"·'S 1.. 14·21 DAY
7..DAY· IN·T·EN·SIVES.. UTA.S

14·DAY W'ALKABOU'T

27- DAY W'ALKABOUT
DATES: N-32 May 18 - June 13
N-33 June 15 - July 11
N-34 July 20 - Aug 15
COST: $1225
AGE:
16+

DATES: .1-14 Aug 17-30
COST:
$735
AGE:
16+

DATES:

Y'OUTH A.DV'ENTU'RE
DATES: Y-9 JULY 15-28
COST:
$675
AGE:
13-16

1-8 July 1-7
1-9 Aug 19-25
7..DA.Y I:N'TENSIV·ES·."I.D,A,HO
DATE:
1-10 Sept 23-29
COST:
$425
AGE:
No age limit

COURSE DIFFICUL TY: THESE COURSES ARE DESIGNED TO BE RIGOROUS AND CHALLENGING,

DEMANDING THE PARTICIPANT TO BE IN GOOD PHYSICAL CONDITION.

THE BOSS MISSION
BOULDER OUTDOOR SURVIVAL SCHOOL is dedicated to the instruction andpreservation ofprimitive survival
arts and the development of people through experiences with the natural world and aboriginal tradition.
The 26-day courses are designed for
the student who desires a rugged outdoor challenge. Walkabouts are held
in the remote deserts, canyons, and
mountains of south-central Utah and
Idaho. BOSS is noted for the teaching of ultra-light desert travel and selfsufficiency.. Our desert living skills
are practical, and all courses let you
practice what is taught. Expeditions
demand that the student test his/her
endurance and stamina under very
harsh conditions (including a mini-

mum of food, water, and equipment) requiring each participant to be physically conditioned and mentally committed to successfully completing the course.
The 7 & 14-day courses are patterned
after our 26-day program, but reduced in
length for those who find it impossible to
take a 26-day leave from their profession.
The first day of each course is "spent in
classroom preparation. The actual in-field
experience follows the same format as the
26-day course only in a condensed ver-

sion. Aside from the length, the 7
&14-day courses are no less rigorous than the 26-day course.
Our 14-day course for youth is
designed to provide a challenging
adventure in wilderness survival and
stone-age living skills. The adventure is geared to what many teenagers cannot find in any other program. The facades of our sophisticated modern life are dramatically
stripped away and life is seen in its'
most basic, real form.

W1LDERNES LIVING SKILLS - WINTER a:
TRADITIONAL
EARTH SKlLLS- STAFF TRAINING, DESERTI
MARINE, EARTHSKILLS
PRIMITIVE TECHNOLOGY - ABORIGINAL LIVING
SKILLS, RABBIT STICK RENDEZVOUS,
PRIMITIVE TECHNOLOGY
WALKABOUTS- 7,14 a: 27 DAY

f.t~n~i~J~~~~~i~'«~.i~$;·

i:I!~I~ffj~.lIII~~l.·:
.:..·.....!y8~a56'*i416U;?··

........................................
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BOSS staff have become a highly sought after commodity. During
the 1989-90 seasons, BOSS was able to train and place staff with
regularity. Internships at BOSS are available for any course you
have completed as a student. Staff training is a competency based
program, with a mix of trail and classroom instruction. Interns will
be placed in programs with specific projects to complete. Contact
the office for details.
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I have an arrangement with Wooden Canoe
Heritage Assn to build birch bark canoes for its
O.K....you've seen it. How'd we do?
members for a 5% discount off the basic per
Take a few minutes to drop us a line
foot cost, also to rebate $50 per canoe thus
sold to the Association operating fund... it's
letting us know what you like about the
been worth the fairly substantial loss (approxiBulletin...what you don't like. What do
mately $250 per canoe) to know that the
you want to see more of.. .less of. We're
product will end up in the "right hands." So I'm
reaching out to a broad segment (note on
willing to make the same offer to your fledgling
Primitive Technology Society as long as custhe following page the fields our directors/advisors represent). It's gonna be tough to
tomers can prove or you will vouch for their
please all the people all of the time. We need to know what percentage of the
membership. "
membership wants what.
We envision that over the years copies of the Bulletin will become an encyclopeJack Minehart
Bigfoot Canoe Trails
dia ofprimitive technology, an integral part ofthe libraries ofour members....(we will
Cedar Falls, IA
index as we go).
Some of those beginning in primitive technology today...possiblY with this issue.
. .will be the avanced specialists of tomorrow. We can't push only the basics...those advancing will want to continue to advance. Then
there is the segment ofour membership that has no desire to rehash the basics and we need to attend to him also. Finding the right balance
is our problem. You can help by just dropping a note. But we can never forget, no matter how far we advance, that all primitive
technology revolves around the basics...you can't make a primitive pot if you can't make a prinytive rrre (there may be those who will
disagree with this).
There are two major advantages of this society for you (other than the Bulletin). 1) The fact that you can write directly to any of the
advisors listed on the next page to address specific problems in their fields and 2) the free 20-word notice in the "Bulletin Board". To
us, this is the most valuable asset. For too many years us oldtimers thought that we were theonly ones out there...reinventing the wheel
so to speak. Here is your opportunity to let others know that you exist, what you are doing. Set up your own networks. Only one third
of you took advantage of this benefit in this issue...
All even hundred numbered members (100,200, etc.) receive one extra year's membership free. As we go to press membership
approaches 500.
John & Geri McPherson, Secretary-Treasurer

We plan to publish at some time the names and addresses of all members of the Society. PLEASE NOTIFY US IF YOU 00 NOT
WISH YOUR NAME PUBLISHED.
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( $20.00 per year)

FREE notice in Bulletin Board (20 words or less)

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
BULLETIN OF PRIMITIVE TECHNOLOGY
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1991: 1 (1)

MEMBERSHIP:
We need you to make this effort come to life. Membership in the society costs $20. This includes subscription to the Bulletin of Primitive Technology which comes
out twice a year at this time. Make checks payable in U.S.
funds to the Society of Primitive Technology. New
members please complete the membership form on the
preceding page of this Bulletin. Current members are
asked to respond to our query on page 48 to help focus the
efforts of the society.
The Society of Primitive Technology is a not for profit
organization. Our efforts are to network with others working towards the preservation of our prehistoric and world
culture. This Is your organization. If you are interested
in what the Bulletin and Society stand for, don't just sit
back, get active.

HOW IT WORKS
Letters, articles, questions, announcements, etc., are
welcomed and along with memberships should be sent to
SPT Secretary, PO Box 96, Randolph, KS 66554. Forward address change information immediately.
Specific questions or articles may be sent to any of the
editorial board members (addresses below). We look
forward to an active membership.
The Bulletin Is a vehicle to support networking,

problem solving and education In the primitive/prehistoric arts and technologies.
Do you have a specialty that you want help perfecting,
a discovery you want to share, or a question you wish to
explore? Get those communications flying and join us.

BOARD MEMBERS: HOW TO REACH THEM
Please address correspondence to the following, according to your area of
interest. Include questions, articles, letters to the editor, announcements, etc.

MUSEUMS
NA TURALISTS
SCOTT SILSBY
Rt 1, Box 2426
Front Royal, VA 22630
703-636-4824

STEVE WATTS
207 W Fourth Ave
Gastonia, NC 28052
704-861-1698

OUTDOORSMEN
JOHN & GERI MCPHERSON
PO Box 96
Randolph, KS 66554
913-293-5310
FLINTKNAPPERS
Mike Staffo'rd (Advisory Board)
3109 Todd Lane
Madison, WI 53713

SCIENTISTS
ERRETT CALLAHAN
2 Fredonia Ave
Lynchburg, VA 24503
804-528-3444
ARCHEOLOGISTS
JACK CRESSON
40 E 2nd Street
Moorestown, NJ 08057
609-234-3286

SCHOOLS AND WORKSHOPS
DAVID WESCOTT
Boulder Outdoor Survival School
PO Box 905
Rexburg, ID 83440
208-356-7446

ENVIROMENTALISTS
SUSAN EIRICH-DEHNE
c/o Duncan
Rt 4 Box 887
Flagstaff, AZ 86001

POTTERS AND EDUCA TORS
MARIA-LOUISE SIDOROFF
14 Blauvelt Ave
Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-327-271

ETHNOBOTANISTS
SCOOTER CHEATHAM
2612 Sweeney lane
Austin, TX 78723
512-926-9460

Th.. e: 1.. 99:1." R::abb: i.. t:· S:t::ic:k.. R:e:D.d.. e:z::v:·o:u.. s:·
on Henry's Fork of the Snake River
September 17~21,1991 COST $125
September 14-17 - Instructors C&IIlp
Sponsored By BOULDER OUTDOOR SURVIVAL SCHOOL
Instruction in over 50 primitive disciplines with ~he most expert
authors/instructors/ practitioners in the field of primitive survival/
technology. Registrations are being taken now. If you are interested in teaching, workshop proposal forms are available (proposals will be juried).
BOSS has invited the top specialists, teachers and artisans in
primitive technology to attend this Fourth Annual gathering in
order to share ideas and methods, as well as spread the arts
through hands-on workshops to people such as yourself.
EDIBLE, MEDICINAL, AND CONSTRUCTIVE PLANTS
WILDERNESS MEDICINE AND SELF HELP
TANNING AND RAWHIDE
ADVANCED WEAPONS AND COMPOUND TOOLS
FLINTKNAPPING-BASIC TO ADVANCED
FIRE BY FRICTION
PRIMITIVE INSTRUMENTS AND GAMES
POTTERY AND FIBER WORK
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE !!

Camping accommodations are free to participants. Morning and
evening meals are provided with your help. Call for more information.

(208) 356-7446

(BAKER)

(BAKER)

THE ABOlYMPICS
NON-COMPETITION GAMES
Test your .ABO-skills in At/at/, Bow and
Arrow, Sling, Rabbit Stick, Fire Building,
and other areas. Start practicing now!-

